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ABSTRACT Glaucoma is the second leading cause of blindness worldwide, and vision loss from glaucoma
cannot be reversed. To remedy this issue, in this paper, a user-friendly mobile App, named Yanbao,
is developed. Yanbao App is expected to help users conveniently share high-quality glaucoma screening
service by using the proposed glaucoma screening algorithm based on clinical parameters. To the best of
our knowledge, it is the first App specially designed for screening glaucoma. The main advantages of our
App are: 1) the App has been developed for smartphone, which can be conveniently used at any place and at
any time; 2) experiments on both public fundus database and real clinical data demonstrate that the App has
good detection and classification accuracy; and 3) users’ feedback seems to be quite promising in terms of
real-time testing and user experience. Thus, the App could be suitable for glaucoma screening in practice to
improve the efficiency of clinicians, balance medical resources, and provide better tiered medical services.
The Yanbao App can be available from the website http://url.cn/57tk9jT.
INDEX TERMS Mobile App, clinical parameters, glaucoma screen, cup-to-disc ratio (CDR), neuro-retinal
rim (NRR).

I. INTRODUCTION

E-health technologies have been regarded as high potential
tools in enhancing healthcare quality, accessibility and delivery. In recent years, the potential of smart technology to
provide innovative solutions for disease management has progressively raised high expectations for patients’ and healthcare professionals’ community [1]. To date, a large number
and variety of health-related Apps have been released in the
market, ranging from basic apps characterized simply by text
message alerts, to sophisticated Apps, helping patients in
managing chronic conditions [2]. Some Apps cover a broad
spectrum of general medical knowledge, and others can be
tailored to specific purposes.
In this paper we present a mobile App specifically
designed for the patients with diagnosis of glaucoma, called
Yanbao. Glaucoma is the second leading cause of blindness
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worldwide, as well as the foremost cause of irreversible blindness. Although there is no cure, early detection and treatment
can decrease the ratio of blindly. Therefore, an easy-to-use
App could be useful for most users. This work addresses
this problem by proposing a novel App that allows users to
conveniently diagnose glaucoma. The mobile App can be
a technological tool useful to help the glaucoma patients
manage illness-related issues, thus reducing their burden and
let the patients share high-quality screen service at any time
and any place. Besides, the mobile App can also improve
the efficiency of clinicians, balance medical resources and
provide better tiered medical services.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the related works about the harm and solutions of glaucoma
and the related health management applications are reviewed.
Section III introduces the design and implementation of
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Yanbao App. Section IV describes the internal algorithm of
Yanbao App. The experimental studies are given in Section V.
Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK

The most relevant related works fall into the three categories of (a) the harm of glaucoma and its clinical examinations introduced in section II-A, (b) solutions for glaucoma
screening discussed in section II-B, and (c) applications that
help users to manage their health conditions presented in
section II-C.
A. GLAUCOMA AND ITS EXAMINATION

Glaucoma is one of the major leading causes of blindness
among eye diseases, predicted to affect around 80 million
people by 2020 [3]. Unlike other eye diseases such as
cataracts and myopia, vision loss from glaucoma cannot be
reversed. Early screening is thus essential for early treatment to preserve vision and maintain life quality. However,
many glaucoma patients are not aware of their condition [4].
That is why glaucoma is also called the ‘‘silent theft of
sight’’. Clinically, there are three examinations practiced to
screen glaucoma: intraocular pressure (IOP) measurement,
function-based visual field test, and optic nerve head (ONH)
assessment [5]. Here, ONH is also called optic disc (OD).
IOP is an important risk factor but not specific enough to be
an effective detection tool for a great number of glaucoma
patients with normal tension. Function-based visual field testing requires specialized perimetric equipment not normally
present in primary healthcare clinics. Moreover, the early
glaucoma often does not have visual symptoms. ONH or OD
assessment is a convenient way to detect glaucoma early,
and is currently performed widely by trained glaucoma
specialists [6].
Since OD assessment is used as one of the most important
measurement indicators for glaucoma screening, our Yanbao
App could be useful for allowing users to obtain their related
OD information. For OD assessment, segmenting OD is a
very important task. Nowadays, many segmentation algorithms have been developed in medical area. For example,
Li et al. [7] proposed a unified algorithm for automatic glioma
segmentation named-UAGS. In UAGS, spatial FCM clustering is first used to estimate the ROI, and then region growing
is performed to segment glioma. Chen et al. [8] developed
a regression convolutional neural network (RegressionCNN)
to accurately segment right ventricle from cardiac magnetic resonance images. Gao et al. [9] presented an automated framework for detecting lumen and media–adventitia
borders in intravascular ultrasound images using an adaptive region-growing method and an unsupervised clustering
method. Inspired by the above work, the proposed internal
algorithm of Yanbao App also first localized the OD region as
the estimated ROI, and then used an improved U-net network
to simultaneously segment OD and optic cup (OC) from the
ROI for further glaucoma diagnosis.
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B. GLAUCOMA SCREENING SOLUTIONS

For large scale screening of glaucoma, color fundus images
is suitable due to its cost effectiveness. Therefore, many
works have been done toward automated glaucoma detection
system by analyzing the input fundus images. For example, Soltani et al. [10] designed a new automated diagnostic
system to extract the parameters essential for the identification of glaucoma. Soorya et al. [11] proposed an automated
and robust algorithm for glaucoma diagnosis from fundus
images using novel blood vessel tracking and bend point
detection. Sousa et al. [12] proposed a method that analyzes
the texture of the optical disk image region to diagnose
glaucoma. Fu et al. [5] proposed a Disc-aware Ensemble
Network (DENet) for automatic glaucoma screening, which
integrates four deep streams on different levels and modules.
The multiple levels and modules are beneficial to incorporate the hierarchical representations, while the disc-aware
constraint guarantees contextual information from the optic
disc region for glaucoma screening. Chai et al. [13] proposed
to incorporate domain knowledge to construct a two-branch
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to learn a classifier
for glaucoma diagnosis based on the retinal image. In [14],
different classification approaches used so far for detection of
glaucoma are provided, and the conclusion that using SVM
classifier for the detection of normal and abnormal cases has
better performance is also given in this paper.
In conclusion, glaucoma diagnosis usually needs some
key clinical parameters and a proper classifier. An easy-touse App could be useful to allow users to get these clinical
parameter values and the probability of having glaucoma.

C. HEALTH MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS

The mobile Apps have been widely used in medical fields.
For instance, Ricci et al. [1] developed a mobile App, called
AIGkit, specifically designed for adult patients with Pompe
disease, with the main aim to help them manage the burden of illness-related factors. Other applications, like the
MOST-96120 program was used to determine early cognitive
impairment in dementia. The iPad App program provides the
sickness scores by letting elderly patients pressing or drawing
in the application interface [15]. OphthalDSS is a mobile
application tool that helps medical students and primary
care professionals make clinical decisions for pink eye disease [16]. Patterson et al. [17] designed an application for the
diagnosis and prediction of epilepsy, allowing community
health workers to screen for diseases like doctors. In [18],
a mobile application tool for diagnosing diseases of tongue
images is provided. Another iOS program is designed to
prevent cardiovascular disease, and the program can predict
disease status through the feedback from sensors deployed
in the human body [19]. There is also an iOS program to
improve the reading of patients with macular degeneration
through dynamic text display [20].
Nevertheless, none of these works explicitly provided
an easy-to-use mobile application for allowing users to
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diagnose glaucoma. The next section introduces a novel
App that covers this gap of the literature.
III. DESIGN AND IMPLIMENTATION OF YANBAO APP

As an App tool for assisted screening of glaucoma lesions,
Yanbao allows the users to easily obtain and upload their own
eye fundus images, and then it will automatically return the
test results of key glaucoma indicators and the evaluation of
the probability of glaucoma morbidity. Such a tool obeys the
usability principle of App software in the development.

FIGURE 2. Interface of uploading photos for the home screen.

FIGURE 1. Overview of our App application.

Fig. 1 illustrates the functionality of the App application
and its operational program. Therefore, users can obtain
their high-quality eye fundus images in hospitals and clinics
through the professional fundus cameras applied by doctors.
Besides, the fundus images can also be obtained through
the simple indirect ophthalmoscope provided by users. This
App can be employed to upload the fundus images, and will
get the glaucoma lesions feedback from the server. In the
absence of medical resources and its rapidly increasing
demand, this App can greatly alleviate the contradiction by
its auxiliary diagnosis.
A. USER INTERFACE

Fig. 2 presents the App’s interface for uploading photos. This
App allows users to upload personal eye fundus images in two
modes. The specific operation is: clicking the ‘‘upload photos’’ button on the home screen can select the mode to upload
the fundus image. In this process, obtaining the fundus image
through the high-definition camera of the mobile phone needs
to be taken with the simple indirect ophthalmoscope, which
here refers to a kind of equipment that can clearly observe
the human eye fundus image. In addition, the method of
obtaining and uploading the fundus images through the album
allows the users to apply the relatively high-quality fundus
images taken by the ophthalmologist in the hospital. After
accomplishing the selection of uploading the fundus image,
the system will automatically upload the fundus image by
taking the photo album image according to the user’s choice.
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The feedback obtained from this App after uploading the
fundus image consists of four parts: CDR analysis, NNR analysis, glaucoma risk prediction, and doctor’s diagnosis display.
The first three results can be fed back in 10 seconds, and the
doctor’s diagnosis needs to be interpreted by a professional
doctor. When the diagnostic results are obtained, the users can
view the results by sliding up and down, or by clicking on the
image segmentation image in the diagnostic result interface to
check the details of the optic cup and disk image. Fig. 3 shows
some examples of detection feedback interface. As can be
seen in the figure, the clinical parameters that related to CDR
and NNR analysis are shown in Fig. 3(a). These parameters
include the area of the OC and OD, vertical and horizontal
CDR, the distribution of inferior (I), superior (S), nasal (N)
and temporal (T) regions for NNR, etc. Besides, the NNR
analysis based on the area, thickness and area ratio with
each other are conducted to verify the ISNT rule, as shown
in Fig. 3(c). Based on these detected index values, glaucoma
risk prediction can be performed, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Since
our App is designed to serve doctors as their aided tool, thus
doctor’s diagnosis display is also provided by the App [see
Fig. 3 (b)]. Besides, for the popularization of ophthalmology,
the AR effect illustration of the eyeball structure is also
provided in our App, as shown in Fig. 3(d). Thus, users can
have a better understanding about their own eyes and achieve
the self-protection goal through self-awareness. From the
above introduction, we can conclude that Yanbao App offers
a user-friendly UI for the users.
B. IMPLEMENTATION

Fig. 4 provides the sequence diagram of the diagnosis process. As the sequence diagram shows, the users can select a
VOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 3. Examples of detection feedback interfaces.

the underexposure or overexposure should be avoided when
taking the fundus image and the distortion of the visual disk
should be kept as small as possible, which is mainly because
the exposure and distortion of the image will have a negative
impact on the final analysis effect.
After selecting the fundus image, the system will accept
the fundus image and convert it and the user information into
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file. The converted JSON
file will be sent to the cloud server, and the Python script in
the cloud server is responsible for receiving and processing
the JSON file. JSON is the file format in which the system
communicates with the cloud server. The results obtained
after processing will be sent back and stored in the database
by the database management system (DBMS). Similarly, our
App diagnostic information will be sent to the doctor in the
same way, and the diagnosis results will be sent to the cloud
server after the doctor’s diagnosis. In the end, the server will
send the final diagnostic information to the users.
Yanbao App requests Web server to send information
through Web, especially the POST request. The request comprises the JSON file and the URL of the cloud server managing information and accepting script. When receiving a
request, the Python script will perform different operations
on JSON files according to different URLs, and update,
add, or delete the database. When the request is sent to detect
the fundus image, the Python file will process and analyze the
image according to the fundus image in JSON, and return the
detection result to the mobile device in the form of another
JSON file. In this way, the users can detect and update the
fundus images.

FIGURE 5. Class diagram excerpt of Yanbao app.
FIGURE 4. Sequence diagram of the diagnosis process.

mode to load the eye fundus image. In this step, the users must
select their desired fundus image. For this purpose, the system
will first determine whether the image uploaded by the users
is a fundus image. If it is a non-fundus image such as a natural
image, it will provide a hint that the image is a non-fundus
image since the analysis of the image is invalid. In addition,
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The main frame of the Yanbao App is represented by the
class diagram structure of Fig. 5, which the whole software
is designed by model-view-controller (MVC) architecture
pattern. In the architecture, model is responsible for data
storage, view is for presentation, and controller is for data
processing and linking views and models. When uploading the fundus image for detection, the ‘‘PXUserTool’’
class gets the local user information (such as user ID)
modeled on the ‘‘PXUser’’ class and sends it to the
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‘‘PXFunctionController’’ class. Further, the ‘‘PXFunctionController’’ loads the fundus image in response to the touch
event, and converts the local user information into a JSON file
to upload to the cloud server. Moreover, the ‘‘PXFunctionContrller.xib’’ class is responsible for displaying the interface
and getting touch events. PXUserTool is implemented in
singleton mode so that there is only one local user. However,
the interface file with the same name as Controller and suffix
xib is bound to the Controller of the same name so that the
events obtained on the user interface can be responded by
the controller. In addition, when the detected JSON file is
returned, the ‘‘PXResultController’’ class accepts the JSON
file, converts the file to the ‘‘PXResult’’ model, and displays
the converted model on the ‘‘PXResultController.xib’’ class.
The Yanbao App is developed by the official development
framework of iOS applications. The main advantages of iOS
application are the high fluency and uniform specification
of mobile phone carrier, and the generally equipped high
definition camera that is easy to combine with the simple
indirect ophthalmoscope to obtain fundus images. Besides,
the iOS operating system is a handheld operating system
developed by Apple Company of America, which is beautifully designed and easy to operate. In the iOS application
development framework, the XIB interface file can be applied
to complete the layout of the interface by drag-and-drop, and
so on. All these functionalities were relevant for achieving an
easy-to-use and intuitive App. Our App runs on iPhone with
operation system iOS11 or above, and the App is available to
download from Apple’s App store (http://url.cn/57tk9jT).

A. LOCALIZATION AND SEGMENTATION
1) OD LOCALIZATION

In the retinal image, the OD and OC occupy small portions,
which are hard to segment. To handle this problem, we propose an OD localization algorithm that combines the intensity
information with the blood vessels to localize the center
of OD through the sliding window. The sub-image cropped
from the center of the OD is considered as the ROI region.
Thus, the segmentation of OD and OC will be operated on
the cropped ROI. Fig. 7 depicts the flowchart of the OD
localization algorithm. It can be seen that there are three
key steps for localizing the optic disc: Image enhancement
and brightest region extraction, blood vessel extraction, and
confidence calculation of the sliding window. Following we
will discuss the three steps in details.

FIGURE 7. Flowchart of the internal algorithm of Yanbao app.

IV. INTERNAL ALGORITHM OF YANBAO APP

The framework of the internal algorithm of Yanbao is presented in Fig. 6, which consists of three main phases:
(a) localization and segmentation; (b) measurement of CDR
and NRR; and (c) glaucoma risk prediction.

FIGURE 8. Key steps for OD localization. (a) Input retinal image.
(b) Bottom-hat transformation result. (c) Top-hat transformation result.
(d) Enhanced retinal image by bottom-top-hat transformation.
(e) Brightest region of retinal image. (f) Extracted blood vessels.
(g) Fusion image which combined enhanced retinal image with the blood
vessels. (h) Our OD localization result.

FIGURE 6. Flowchart of the internal algorithm of Yanbao app.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, we first localize and segment the
optic disc from an image. Then the measurement of CDR
and NRR is performed to deduce the probability of having
glaucoma. For example, the higher CDR is corresponding
to a higher risk of glaucoma. Finally, the glaucoma risk
prediction stage classifies the test image between normal and
glaucoma. The subtasks of the block diagram are discussed
in the following subsections.
77418

Step 1 (Image Enhancement and Brightest Region
Extraction): Due to the various imaging conditions, morphological processing is applied on the input retinal image [see
Fig. 8(a)] to enhance the retinal image and to extract brightest
pixels from the fundus. Top-hat transformation (GT ) is used
to enhance bright objects of interest in a dark background [see
Fig. 8(b)], and bottom-hat (GB ) enhances the dark objects
of interest in a bright background [see Fig. 8(c)]. Thus,
the enhanced gray-level retinal image (F 0 ) can be defined as:
F 0 = F + GT − GB

(1)

As can be seen in Fig. 8(d), the region of OD is obviously
enhanced, and the contrast of the gray-level retinal image
VOLUME 6, 2018
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is enhanced too. Thus, the pixels larger than 6.5 percent of
the maximum pixel value are considered to be the candidate
pixels of OD, since the OD accounts for brightest region of
the retinal image, as shown in Fig. 8(e).
Step 2 (Blood Vessel Extraction): For the blood vessel
extraction, Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) is applied to enhance the blood vessel in the
green channel of the input retinal image. Then, bottom-top
hat transformation is employed to extract blood vessels. Since
the intensity of the blood vessels is generally smaller than
that of background, the vessels of blood can be extracted by
the difference between bottom-hat transformation and top-hat
transformation. Besides, to eliminate the salt and pepper
noise from the blood vessel segmentation result, median filtering is performed. Thus, the vessel extraction result Fvessel
can be obtained as shown in Fig. 8(f). This process can be
written as:
Fvessel = GB − GT

TABLE 1. Performance validation of OD localization on different fundus
datasets.

(2)

Step 3 (Confidence Calculation of the Sliding Window):
To locate the OD fast and effectively, sliding window is
employed to scan three different feature maps including
brightest region of gray-level retinal image, blood vessels,
and the fusion image which combines brightest region and
blood vessels, as shown in Fig. 8(g). Let f (i), f (bv) and f (ibv)
represent score of each sliding window which is scanned
through the three feature maps: intensity map I , blood vessel
map bv, and intensity & blood vessel map ibv. In addition,
min-max normalization is also applied to the scores of sliding
windows in each feature map to normalize the data between
0 and 1. Thus, the final score of each window S is the mean
value of f (i), f(bv) and f(ibv).
Finally, the localization of the sliding window with the
maximum score will be considered to be the location of OD,
as shown in Fig. 8(h).
Once the OD is located, the square region containing
OD can be extracted from the retinal image as ROI region.
In our work, all the ROI regions have the same size and
the size is equal to 1.5 times of the maximum diameter of
OD, where the maximum diameter of OD is calculated by
the OD mask of retinal images from existing dataset before
OD localization. Experiment on test images show that our
method can effectively extract the OD inside the ROI region.
An illustrative example is shown in Fig. 9. Besides, we evaluate our OD localization method on both ORIGA [21] and
DRISHTI-GS1 [22] retinal image datasets, and the statistic
results for OD location are shown in Tab. 1. From Tab. 1, one
can clearly see that the proposed OD location method achieve
high accuracy for the two public databases, and the running
speed is relatively fast.
2) OD AND OC SEGMENTATION

Once the OD is located, the segmentation of OD and OC
is obtained by our proposed novel deep neural network
called U-Net+CP+FL which consists of U-shape convolutional architecture (U-Net) [23], concatenating path (CP) and
VOLUME 6, 2018

FIGURE 9. OD localization result and cropped ROI region.

FIGURE 10. Our proposed network architecture.

fusion loss (FL) function, as shown in Fig. 10. As can be
seen in the figure, the network includes three components:
(i) U-shape deep convolutional neural network architecture,
(ii) concatenating path — an additional connection design
between encoder layers, and (iii) multi-label output layer with
fusion loss function.
a: U-SHAPE NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

U-shape network is an effective and powerful fully convolutional neural network for biomedical image segmentation
even for small dataset. The network mainly consists of two
parts: encoder path and decoder path, and skip connections.
Encoder path is responsible for feature extraction, which
consists of convolutional block including batch normalization (BN), ReLU activation and convolutions successively.
Maxpooling is employed to reduce the resolution of the feature maps. Decoder path is a reverse process of the encoder
path, which is trained to reconstruct the input image resolution. To recover the resolution of the feature maps, deconvolution is employed in the decoder layer which matches
pooling layer in the encoder path. Finally, the output at the
final decoder layer is fed to a multi-label classifier.
Skip connection is a crucial design in encoder-decoder
networks. The skip architecture relays the intermittent feature
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maps from encoder layer to the matched decoder layer, which
not only helps reconstructing the input image resolution but
also overcome the vanishing gradient problem.
b: CONCATENATING PATH

Inspired by Densenet [24], we introduce new connections
between encoder layers called concatenating path, which
contributes to the feature maps sharing and multi-scale inputs
for the encoder path. Along the concatenating path, the input
of current layer is consisted of last pooling output and last
resized input. Thus, the encoder path receives feature maps
not only from the last layer, but also from the input layer and
the semantic information from all the previous layers, which
equals multi-scale inputs and feature maps sharing. Experimental results show that our proposed network improves the
segmentation accuracy.

region and corresponding cropped optic disc and optic cup
segmentation masks. During training, we use ADAM method
to optimize the network with initial learning rate of 0.0001.
All the training images and masks are resized to 256 × 256.
Besides, random flip and rotation, color jitter, random affine
transformation are used for training images augmentation,
and we train the network with 500 epochs.

FIGURE 11. CDR calculation result. (a) Original fundus ROI region. (b) Our
network segment result. (c) Our ellipse fitting result. (d) Ground truth.

c: MULTI-LABEL LOSS FUNCTION

OD and OC occupy small parts of retinal image, thus overfitting is prone to happen even trained on the cropped
ROI region. In U-NET+CP+FL, we propose combining the
weighted binary cross-entropy loss with the dice coefficient
loss as the object function to optimize, where the introduction
of dice coefficient relives the data imbalance problem effectively. For the proposed network, the output result includes
two channels which corresponding to OD and OC segmentation mask respectively, thus multi-label loss means that the
pixel belongs to OD or/and OC independently, and this helps
to mitigate the data imbalance problem too. The multi-label
loss function is described as:
cup

cup

disc
disc
L = λ1 (LCE
+ Ldice
) + λ2 (LCE + Ldice )

LCE = −

Ldice = −

N
X
i=1
N
X

i=1
cup
LCE

qi · log pi

(4)

2 pi · qi
pi

2

+ qi

(3)

2

(5)

disc and
where LCE
represent the cross-entropy loss of
disc and L cup represent the dice
OD and OC respectively, Ldice
dice
i
coefficient loss. p denotes the predicted probability of pixel i
belong to OD in OD segmentation mask or to OC in OC
segmentation mask, and qi denotes the ground truth label for
pixel i. λ1 and λ2 in Eq. (3) are trade-off weights to decide the
contribution of cross-entropy loss and dice coefficient loss.
In our work both λ1 and λ2 are set to 0.5.

d: TRAINING DETAILS

In our work, the segmentation network is built with Keras
which is a high-level neural networks framework and the
network is trained with backpropagation algorithm. The
ORIGA [21] retinal image dataset is utilized to train and
evaluate our proposed network, and 450 retinal images are
randomly selected for training, 50 for validation and the
remaining 150 retinal images for testing. The training data
are the cropped ROI regions which contain the optic disc
77420

e: POST PROCESSING

An illustrative example for the simultaneous segmentation
of OD and OC is shown in Fig. 11(b). To achieve accurate
cup-to-disc ratio (CDR) measurement, postprocessing on the
segmentation result can mitigate the effects of noise and
uneven boundaries. Most isolated points can be eliminated by
erosion and dilation operations. Since another distinct feature
of OD is its elliptical shape, we then use the least-squares
optimization to fit the segmented OD contour with an ellipse,
where the contour pixels are extracted by means of a canny
edge detector. Finally, the centroid and the long/short-axis
length of the OD, which are obtained by ellipse fitting, are
used to overlay ellipse on the input image to segment OD of
the input retinal image. The same operations are conducted
on the OC. Fig. 11(c) shows an example of ellipse fitting
result. One can clearly see that both OD and OC boundaries
are much smoother and closer to the ground truth after performing ellipse fitting, as shown in Fig. 11(d).
B. MEASUREMENT OF CDR AND NRR

Once OD and OC are simultaneously segmented, some key
clinical parameters, such as CDR-related parameters and
the ISNT-related parameters can be obtained for glaucoma
screening.
For the CDR-related parameters, vertical CDR is calculated by the ratio of the vertical OC diameter (VCD) to the
vertical OD diameter (VDD). Other CDR-related parameters include horizontal CDR, optic disc area, optic cup area,
CD area ratio, etc.
For the ISNT-related parameters, neuro-retinal rim (NRR)
is divided into four different regions named superior NRR
region (SNR), inferior NRR region (INR), nasal NRR
region (NNR) and temporal NRR region (TNR), according
to the distribution of the inferior (I), superior (S), nasal (N),
temporal (T) regions in ISNT rule, as shown in Figs. 12(g)
to 12(j). Other ISNT-related parameters include INR to disc
area ratio, thickness of INR region and area of INR. Besides,
INR to OD area ratio and thickness of INR region can be
VOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 12. First row illustrates the OD and OC segmentation result of
fundus ROI region. (a) Original fundus ROI region. (b) OD segmentation of
our method. (c) OD segmentation of ground truth. (d) OC segmentation of
our method. (e) OD segmentation of ground truth. (f) OD and OC ellipse
fitting result of our method. Second row shows the cropped NNR
corresponding to I, S, N and T regions. (g) INR. (h) SNR. (i) NNR. (j) TNR.
(k) Visualization of NNR on ROI. (l) OD and OC ellipse fitting result of
ground truth.

also extracted as clinical parameters to help the glaucoma
model judging whether the NRR follows the ISNT rule or not.
In summary, 25 features related to segmented OD, OC and
NRR analysis are extracted in total. An illustration example
of segmented OD, OC and NRR regions are shown in Fig. 12.
C. GLAUCOMA RISK PREDICTION

In order to avoid noisy, redundant or unimportant features
to be introduced into the train classifier, an optimal feature
set should be selected. Thus, three different feature selection
methods are adopted in our work to remove the redundant
features.
Specifically, variance analysis is first employed to find
features with very low variance which means that those features are constant or nearly distributed around the same value.
Then, the correlation analysis is used to measure the correlation between two variables. Variables with strong correlation
mean redundant features, and these correlated features make
a few contributions to glaucoma classification or even mislead the classifier. Next, feature ranking is used to identity
and rank the significant features which are most related to
glaucoma classification. Here, features are ranked using the
random forest model, and Gini index is also employed to
measure the purity of the dataset. Fig. 13 shows the final

FIGURE 13. Bar graph of the Feature ranking of the selected features.
More details about the selected features please see Tab 6 in Appendix.
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feature importance rank combined with 10 decision trees for
random forest model. Based on the statistic result, 8 features
with most importance related to glaucoma classification are
selected to train the glaucoma classifier.
Note that imbalanced data caused a significant decay in
accuracy performance of the classifiers because they are
often biased towards the majority class [25], thus in our
work synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE)
sampling [26] and class weight method are used to balance the number of features in the normal and abnormal
classes. Finally, two candidate classifiers, support vector
machine (SVM) or random forest (RF), is used for glaucoma
classification. However, RF classifier does not work well
under the circumstances for random sampling and inability to data projection, which are not suitable for glaucoma
detection. Therefore, SVM classifier is adopted in this work
for the automated characterization of the glaucoma and nonglaucoma classes. 10-fold cross-validation is used for glaucoma classification model evaluation.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. EVALUATION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM
PERFORMANVCE

We measured the proposed internal algorithm from two
criteria: (a) segmentation performance, and (b) classification performance. Both performances are evaluated on
ORIGA [21] dataset since the dataset provides both OD and
OC segmentation mask, CDR values, and glaucoma diagnosis
results from ophthalmologist.
1) SEGMENTATION PERFORMANCE

For subjective evaluation, different methods are compared
with our proposed U-Net+CP+FL, including U-Net [23] and
M-Net with Polar Transformation (M-Net+PT) [27]. The
reason why we choose these methods to compare with the
proposed U-Net+CP+FL is that U-Net, M-Net+PT and our
proposed U-Net+CP+FL are all deep neural network-based
method, and the M-Net+PT method is regarded as one
of the best OD and OC segmentation methods at present.
Fig. 14 shows the results of OD and OC segmentation for
different methods. We can clearly see that our proposed UNet+CP+FL achieves the best segmented boundaries.
Note that all the OD boundaries obtained by different
methods are similar. However, the OC segmentation is more
a difficult task, and the OC boundary obtained by M-Net+PT
is rough and irregular, which will mislead the calculation
of CDR. The U-Net achieves a smooth but larger OC. For
our results, the boundary of OC is not only smooth but also
relatively accurate, thus CDR measurement and glaucoma
diagnosis can benefit much from the results.
Quantitative evaluation on OD and OC segmentation are
conducted on ORIGA dataset, and the CDR measurement
obtained by proposed method is compared to the ophthalmologist. In our experiments, we use the overlap score
S [28] and Accuracy ACC [10] respectively to evaluate the
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CDR obtained by our method can be used for glaucoma
diagnosis.
2) CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE

FIGURE 14. Performance comparison of OD and OC Segmentation with
different methods. (a) Cropped ROI region. (b) Ground truth.
(c) Segmentation result obtained by U-Net. (d) M-Net+PT segmentation
result. (e) Proposed method result. (f) Our ellipse fitting result.

Quantitative evaluation on glaucoma classification performance is conducted on ORIGA dataset [21] and Receiver
Operating characteristic (ROC) [30] curve is utilized to
compare the performance of different glaucoma classifiers. Besides, four evaluation criteria including: Sensitivity [30], Specificity[30], Accuracy (ACC) and area under
ROC curve (AUC) [31] are employed to evaluate the performance of different glaucoma classifiers. The performance of
glaucoma classification among different glaucoma classifiers
combined with imbalanced data strategies (e.g. SMOTE and
class weight) is compared with our work, Tab. 3 shows the
comparison result of different classifiers on ORIGA dataset,
and the corresponding ROC curves with AUC scores for
glaucoma screening is shown in Fig. 15.

segmentation performance. For glaucoma diagnosis, CDR
value is an important clinical measurement. Since the ORIGA
dataset provides us with the ophthalmologists’ CDR values,
we can thus evaluate our CDR performance with absolute
CDR error, which is defined as δCDR = |CDRg − CDRP |.
Here, CDRg denotes the ground truth from trained clinician,
and CDRP is the CDR calculated by our proposed method.
TABLE 2. Performance comparison of different methods on ORIGA
dataset.

FIGURE 15. ROC curves with AUC scores of different methods for
glaucoma classification.

TABLE 3. Performance comparison of different classifiers on ORIGA
dataset.

Besides, several state-of-the-art OD/OC segmentation methods: Superpixel method [29], U-Net [23], and
M-Net+PT [27] are adopted to compare with the proposed
method. Tab. 2 shows the segmentation comparison results
of different methods on ORIGA dataset. Results shows that
compared with U-Net, Superpixel achieve better segmentation results both in OD and OC. M-Net+PT which introduces side-output layers and polar transformation makes
huge strides in segmentation compared with the original
U-Net. However, polar transformation strongly depends
on the precise localization of OD, failure of localization
would cause the irregular reconstructed segmentation results.
In contrast, our network is directly trained on ROI region,
which is not sensitive to the result of OD localization. Our
proposed U-Net+CP+FL can also achieve best results for
all measurements. Besides, smaller error of the calculated
CDR δCDR shows the boundaries obtained by the proposed
U-Net+CP+FL method are much finer. Thus, more precise
77422

From the Tab. 3 we can conclude that the RF-based glaucoma classifier obtains the best performance on Sensitivity
and ACC evaluation criteria. Besides, SVM or RF classifier
can obtain very high Specificity while poor Sensitivity which
means many glaucoma samples are misclassified as normal
when we train the classifiers directly on the raw distribution of the imbalanced dataset, which shows that imbalanced
data strategy is very important. Furthermore, comparison
between different methods that utilize SMOTE method to
address the imbalanced data shows that RF+SMOTE can
make 4.8% and 0.4% improvement on Sensitivity and ACC
VOLUME 6, 2018
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than SVM+SMOTE respectively. However, SVM+SMOTE
achieves best AUC score compared to other methods. Finally,
we use RF+SMOTE as our final model to screen glaucoma
in our work.
B. CLINICAL SETTING EVALUATION

Since performance on benchmark data is not equal to mobile
App environment, we conduct evaluation of Yanbao App in
a clinical setting. The evaluation is mainly from three
aspects: (a) study design and corresponding statistical results,
(b) typical clinical case analysis, and (c) discussion about the
advantages and limitations of our Yanbao App.
1) STUDY DESIGN AND STATISTICAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of our mobile App, we are
working with the second Xiangya Hospital of Central South
University to test our Yanbao App. A total of 285 patients
with 653 fundus images were collected from the eye clinics
of the hospital, all the predictions of our App were compared
with ophthalmologists’ results. In the study, our diagnosis
was based on standard imaging and clinical parameters, and
the characteristics of the involved patients with or without
glaucoma are illustrated in Tab. 4. For this study, the patient’s
information, such as gender, age, visiting date, and the diagnosis conclusion given by the ophthalmologist, were collected for comprehensively analyzing the eye disease with the
consent of the patients, and other information that involved
patients’ personal privacy was omitted in the study. From
Tab. 4, we can conclude that in clinical setting, the number
of patients without glaucoma is much larger than glaucoma
patients, and most patients took more than one retinal fundus
images at the time of the visit. According to our statistical
results, the average age of all patients is 46 years old and
the youngest patient is only 4 years old, 90 for the oldest
patient. Among the glaucoma patients, the youngest patients
are 14 years old, 77 for the oldest patient. Besides, all the
collected clinical data has a long span of 7 years, which from
October 14, 2010 to March 4, 2017. For the 285 patients,
the male patients are slightly more than women. The above
collected clinical cases ensure the realness and objectiveness
of our performance test.
TABLE 4. Characteristics of the involved patients collected from hospital.

After further data cleaning, we divide the glaucoma disease into four classes: Primary angle-closure glaucoma,
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FIGURE 16. The performance of software predictions on different
glaucoma types. Type 1: Primary angle-closure glaucoma. Type 2: Primary
open-angle glaucoma. Type 3: Secondary glaucoma. Type 4: Congenital
glaucoma. Angle-closure glaucoma cases.

TABLE 5. Prediction accuracy for the clinical test data.

Primary open-angle glaucoma, Secondary glaucoma and
Congenital glaucoma. Note that there are different subclasses
in secondary glaucoma from our collected data, such as
Hemorrhagic glaucoma, Pigmented glaucoma. For the convenience of discussion, all the subclasses are regarded as
secondary glaucoma in our study. Fig. 16 shows the comparison results of our App and ophthalmologist’s diagnosis for the four main types of glaucoma. One can clearly
see that for each type of glaucoma, our App can effectively detect most of the cases and shows a relatively high
accuracy. The corresponding glaucoma detection accuracy
is shown in Tab. 5. From the table we can deduce that our
Yanbao App shows similar performance on both glaucoma
and non-glaucoma cases, even the number of glaucoma test
cases is much smaller than non-glaucoma cases. For the
Secondary glaucoma, there are many subdivisions such as
Hemorrhagic glaucoma, Pigmented glaucoma and Malignant glaucoma. Experiment results show that our App can
detect most of the subclasses except Malignant glaucoma
since the CDR-related and the ISNT-related features are not
obvious for Malignant glaucoma. Besides, in our test we
also found that patients who failed the test had glaucoma
surgery or other eye diseases (e.g. cataracts, etc.), which
may increase the detection difficulty and introduce some
confusing features. Nevertheless, the vast majority of glaucoma cases can be successfully detected by our App, which
shows that the App can not only assist doctors in screening glaucoma, but also help users to assess their own eye
health.
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2) CLINICAL CASE ANALYSIS

Clinical case analysis of our App is conducted on 653 retinal
fundus images from 285 patients. To verify the robustness and
effectiveness of our App, we randomly selected some cases
according to the type of glaucoma, such as angle-closure
glaucoma, open-angle glaucoma and non-glaucoma. The
details on these cases are given below.
a: ANGLE-CLOSURE GLAUCOMA CASES

Two cases of angle-closure glaucoma are shown in Fig. 17(a).
The first patient shown in the first row was a female patient
who suffered from chronic angle-closure glaucoma. As can
be seen in our OD and OC segmentation results of her right
eye, the area of the OC has expanded significantly and the
peripapillary atrophy appears around the OD. The final prediction for the patient by using our App is glaucoma, which is
in consistent with the ophthalmologist’s diagnosis. Besides,
the patient also has binocular ametropia, whose right eye was
in absolute phase, and the left eye in late stage. Another
case of angle-closure glaucoma shown in the second row
was a female patient who suffered from acute angle-closure
glaucoma. From the fundus image of her right eye, we can
see that the fundus image is of poor quality and the nasal,
nasal-inferior and temporal-inferior regions are hard to recognize. Even in this case, the optic disc and the cup area
can be accurately segmented by using Yanbao App. Besides,
the patient’s eyes also suffered from concurrent cataracts.
Although this poses a greater challenge to screening glaucoma, our diagnosis results still seem very promising in this
case.
b: OPEN-ANGLE GLAUCOMA CASES

One example of male patient who suffered from binocular open-angle glaucoma and concurrent cataracts is shown
in 17(b). One can clearly see that Yanbao App can successfully and accurately segment the enlarged cup area and
extract the corresponding features. Finally, the conclusion
that the patient has a high-risk of having glaucoma is drawn
by our App, which is confirmed by the ophthalmologists’
diagnosis result. Another case of open-angle glaucoma is
a male patient. From the retinal fundus image of his right
eye we can clearly find that the expanded optic cup region
is segmented accurately by proposed method and the peripapillary atrophy around the OD is not been misclassified
into OD region, which shows the accuracy and robustness
of our proposed segmentation network. Besides, the patient
also suffered from complicated cataract, optic atrophy and
hypertension. Although these complications may interfere
with the analysis of Yanbao App, our App still gives a correct
prediction in this case with high confidence.
c: NON-GLAUCOMA CASES

Two cases of non-glaucoma are shown in Fig. 17(c). Notice
that the two patients were suffering from many other
ophthalmology-related diseases. For example, the first female
77424

FIGURE 17. Angle-closure glaucoma, open-angle glaucoma and
non-glaucoma cases. Each row from left to right: fundus image, estimated
ROI and our OD&OC segmentation result, respectively. (a) Angle-closure
glaucoma cases. (b) Binocular open-angle glaucoma case.
(c) Non-glaucoma cases.

patient suffered from senile cataract which was in the overripe
stage with old iridocyclitis and pterygium, while the second
female patient has silicone oil eye and complicated cataract.
These diseases may cause some problems in fundus imaging
and introduce some interference to our glaucoma screening.
However, the two patients without glaucoma were diagnosed
VOLUME 6, 2018
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successfully, which demonstrated that our App can deal with
such complicated cases very well.
3) DISCUSSION

For clinical setting test on Yanbao App, we identified
285 patients with 653 fundus images for glaucoma classification evaluation. Ophthalmologists’ diagnosis conclusion is
regarded as a ground truth to evaluate the accuracy of our
glaucoma screening App. As can be seen in Tab. 5, of the
240 glaucoma patients, 183 were screened out with an accuracy of 0.7625 (Sensitivity), and 316 of 413 non-glaucoma
patients were predicted to be correct, where the accuracy
reached 0.7651 (Specificity) which is slightly higher than
the Sensitivity. Besides, one can clearly see that the total
Accuracy on the fundus images collected from real clinical
setting reached 0.7642, which is close to the test performance obtained on public dataset — ORIGA. Thus we can
deduce that the proposed algorithm has strong robustness,
and Yanbao App can be used as a powerful tool for assisting
glaucoma screening.

interference diseases. Although our OC segmentation seem
inaccurate since it is hard to find the boundary of OC and the
blood vessels in the OD are almost invisible, our proposed
segmentation network can still segment the OD precisely in
such difficult cases, as shown in Fig. 18. Besides, experimental results show that Yanbao App is able to produce diagnosis results consistent with the ophthalmologists’ results in
most real clinical cases, which demonstrates that our mobile
App has strong robustness and effectiveness and can be
used as a powerful tool for glaucoma-assisted screening and
diagnosis.
C. EVALUATION OF YANBAO APP PERFORMANCE

To measure the performance of our Yanbao App, three criteria
are considered here: (a) real time testing, (b) response time
evaluation, and (c) user experience evaluation.
1) REAL TIME TESTING

To test this application, here we use iOS smartphone iPhone
6s Plus as the testing device. Its rear camera reaches
12 megapixels and can take fundus images that meet the
clarity requirement of diagnosis if combined with the relevant
direct ophthalmoscope. For obtaining accurate experimental
results of operational characteristics, we have continuously
uploaded multiple fundus images stored in the phone within
several minutes and checked the feedback. Figs. 19 and 20
show the usage of CPU and Memory on iPhone 6s Plus while
running the App.

FIGURE 18. Failure cases of glaucoma predictions. From left to
right: fundus image, estimated ROI and our OD&OC segmentation result,
respectively. (a) A non-glaucoma female case. (b) A non-glaucoma male
case.

However, Yanbao App also has some limitations. In our
tests, we find that our App may give wrong predictions on
some fundus images when the imaging conditions of the
fundus images are not very well. These failure situations
include: (i) the poor image quality. In this situation, even
the ophthalmologist can hardly find the structure and lesions
of OD and OC, and (ii) the interference of other eye diseases. These eye diseases may have a bad effect on the final
glaucoma prediction. An illustrative example of our failure
cases is shown in Fig. 18. In the figure, the case of the first
row is a female patient who suffered from the obstruction
of lacrimal passage. Another case is a 59 years old male
patient who suffered from many diseases, such as complicated cataract, diabetic retinopathy and diabetes. To simultaneously segmenting the OD and OC for the two cases
is very hard due to the poor imaging condition or various
VOLUME 6, 2018

FIGURE 19. Usage of CPU on iPhone 6s Plus while running our App.

As can be seen in these figures, among successive operations, the peak of CPU occupation reaches 30% but just
lasts for a short time and exhibits large fluctuations. Then,
the peak value of memory consumption is 69.4M and fluctuation is relatively small. This memory consumption is
mainly due to multiple images covered in our application
as well as in feedback results. In addition, the loading of
GUI elements in iOS can also take more memory. But for
overall smartphone operation, the memory consumption is
less than 4% and in general will not influence the performance of phone for taking up too much CPU and memory
resources.
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3) USER EXPERIENCE EVALUATION

In order to effectively assess the user experience while using
Yanbao App, here we have conducted a series of usability
tests and user studies in the form of questionnaires.
a: PARTICIPANT SAMPLES

We have invited 23 people to participate in the survey and they
did not know any related information to the APP. The average age of participants is 20.1 years old (age ranges 18-24,
standard deviation 1.39). The whole survey group includes
16 male participants (69.5%), 7 female participants (30.4%)
and 2 people (8.3%) working or study in the computer science
field.
FIGURE 20. Usage of Memory on iPhone 6s Plus while running our App.

b: STUDY PROCESS
2) RESPONSE TIME EVALUATION

Here we have tested the response time of App from uploading
file to showing results, which mainly include:
• Convert personal information and fundus images into
JSON files.
• Send out POST request and JSON files to cloud
server.
• Receive the testing results from server.
• Process the server feedback results and display on the
screen.
In order to test the response time more effectively,
we carried out experiments of 100 groups and selected fundus images of different specifications in demand of algorithm requirements. Among them, the experimental results
of 30 groups have been displayed in Fig. 21.

FIGURE 21. The response time of our app.

From the experimental results shown in Fig. 21, we can see
that the average response time of 100 group experiments is
9.16s, with standard deviation of 0.78s. One reason for a long
response time is that the cloud server has limited computing
resources and the processing of fundus images needs some
time. Besides, considering there may exist some different
delays which depend on the network transition status. Therefore, on the whole, this app system is quite stable, reliable,
easy and smooth to operate.
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First of all, we introduce the basic ophthalmic knowledge
to each participant since the participants cannot use the
App without knowing the concept of fundus images, and
we also inform them that there already stored some fundus
images in the phone. Then, we make a brief introduction to participants about this application and its auxiliary diagnostic function. Note that we don’t tell users how
to view the diagnostic information in details during this
period. That’s because we consider that if this application
is easy to use, users themselves can easily understand how
to use our app functions, and the experimental results also
confirm our conclusion. All the participants can complete
various functional testing tasks by themselves. Meanwhile,
our App also provides an augmented reality (AR) display
function. It is an auxiliary function that can place a 3D
eyeball model in the scene of real world and make interactions with users. Thus, the AR function can make the
App more interactive and interesting, improve user viscosity and popularize the ophthalmology knowledge more
validly.
After test completion, participants are required to fill in
a questionnaire about this application, which is a System
Usability Scale (SUS) [32]. The effectiveness of using SUS
to conduct App user test has been verified before, and now
SUS is widely used in many systematic evaluation fields.
SUS consists of 10 items, which includes alter-natively direct
and inverted items. Its rating result is classified as 1-5 levels.
(1 refers to ‘‘strongly disagree’’ and 5 refers to ‘‘strongly
agree’’). For the alter-natively direct items, the score is the
scale position minus 1. Then for inverted items, the score
is 5 minus the scale position. At last, add scores of all the
items and get multiply by 2.5 to get the usability score.
Since the basic score range of each questionnaire is 0 ∼ 40,
after multiply by 2.5, the score for assessment will range
from 0 to100.
c: RESEARCH RESULT

All participants have succeeded in completing all the testing
tasks under condition of only getting informed of application usage scenarios and functions. Fig. 22 shows more
VOLUME 6, 2018
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